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QUESTION 1

What is the maximum number of Instant supported at one time in Dell EMC Avamar 7.4.1? 

A. 1 

B. 8 

C. 16 

D. 32 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An EMC customer has NetWorker integrated with an Avamar deduplication node. They want to size the AFTD for
storing metadata for 800 million files from various client backups. Based on EMC best practices, what is the
recommended AFTD size? 

A. 800 MB 

B. 800 GB 

C. 1,600 GB 

D. 2 TB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An EMC Avamar customer is setting up backups of their SharePoint farm with the Avamar SharePoint VSS plug-in. The
customer has two web front-end servers, four application servers, and four database servers. Where does the front-end
plug-in need to be installed? 

A. On both of the front-end servers 

B. On all servers in the farm 

C. On the application and database servers 

D. On one of the front-end servers 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An EMC customer has the following environment: 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A Dell EMC Avamar backup administrator is running a Backend Capacity Report for several of their large backup
clients. What is a consideration when viewing the report? 

A. Forecast estimates may underestimate growth due to using a linear regression method. 

B. Some of the capacity shown may represent data used by other clients. 

C. Both pre-deduplication and post-deduplication total GBs are displayed. 

D. A report should be run separately for each client to get an accurate view of the total Avamar server capacity utilized. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

An EMC NetWorker customer is backing up all file system clients to a deduplication node. Over the past year, new file
system clients have been added to the backup environment. The customer wants to add another Avamar server and 

distribute the backup workload by having some of the larger clients changed to back up to the new deduplication node. 

What is the impact of this decision? 

A. Clients backing up to the new deduplication node must run an initial full backup 

B. Existing backups for these clients must be deleted from the old deduplication node 

C. New client resources must be created on the NetWorker server 

D. Clients must be deleted from the old deduplication node 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A Dell EMC Avamar has been performing image backups of a VMware virtual machine (VM) running SLES. The backup
administrator has decided to change the backup strategy of this VM to use guest backups instead. What is required for
successful guest backups to occur? 

A. Avamar client software must be installed on the vCenter server 

B. A proxy server must be deployed on the ESXi server 

C. VMware Tools must be installed 

D. The VM needs a network connection 
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Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu89887.pdf (22) 

 

QUESTION 8

A company\\'s multi-terabyte database environment is protected by a Dell EMC Avamar Gen4T server and an integrated
Dell EMC Data Domain system at their central data center. The backup administrator reports that backups are failing
and 

new backups will not start. Upon investigation, they discover that the Data Domain is full. 

How should this situation be resolved? 

A. Manually delete the cur/DELETED directories on the Avamar server and start garbage collection 

B. Manually delete the oldest checkpoints in the Data Domain system and the Avamar server 

C. Manually delete the STAGING, DELETED, and cur/DELECTED directories on the Data Domain system and start
cleaning 

D. Manually start the data Domain sanitation process 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A backup administrator notices that one of their client backups fails after two consecutive successful backups. They
investigate the avagent.log file and find that the client attempted to connect with the data nodes, but failed. The
administrator verifies that all required firewall ports are open and resource performance is not experiencing a
bottleneck. 

Which file should the administrator investigate? 

A. cid.bin 

B. mcserver.xml 

C. .dtb 

D. avtar.cmd 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-37277 

 

QUESTION 10

You are implementing a Dell EMC Avamar solution for a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 AlwaysOn Availability Group. What
is a consideration? 
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A. When performing a backup from a secondary replica, only full level backups are supported 

B. When performing a backup from a secondary replica, the secondary replica must allow read/write connections 

C. Backup performance is improved when performing a backup from a primary replica 

D. Backup performance is improved when performing a backup from a secondary replica 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the minimum version of Oracle required to perform incremental backups with the Dell EMC Avamar plug-in for
Oracle using the Block Change tracking (BCT) feature? 

A. 10gR2 

B. 11gR1 

C. 11gR2 

D. 12cR1 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://vdocuments.mx/emc-replication-manager-integration-with-oracle-2-emc-replication-manager.html 

 

QUESTION 12

A new EMC Avamar customer requires the ability to perform tapeout from Avamar to their existing Symantec
BackupExec tape backup application. They want to know how the tape metadata is managed. Where is the tape
metadata stored in this Avamar tapeout environment? 

A. In the tape application being used 

B. In the PostgreSQL database of the control node 

C. In the PostgreSQL database of the transport node being used 

D. On the Avamar utility node in the PostgreSQL database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer has been performing VMware image level backups of a Linux virtual machine (VM) to their Avamar server.
They find that they are unable to restore a file from the image backup. What is a possible cause of this issue? 

A. The Linux VM uses an Ext4 file system. 

B. Linux file level restores are not supported. 
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C. No proxy server is enabled for file level restore. 

D. Avamar Agent is not running on the VM. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer has a newly installed EMC Avamar. They have the following backup clients: 

-

 Oracle database `Server DB1\\' with 1 TB of small databases, X86-64 architecture, 8 GB of RAM 

-

 Oracle database `Server DB2\\' with 1 TB of small databases, SPARC architecture, 8 GB of RAM 

-

 60 file servers with 10 - 100 GB of data on each, X86-64 architecture, 4 GB of RAM 

The backup window is four hours and overtime is not allowed. After kicking off the initial backups, an EMC Avamar
backup administrator reports that Server DB1 completed its backup. However, Server DB2 did not. 

Given the information provided, what is impacting the backup time and what can be done? 

A. 

Server DB2 is SPARC. Hash calculations take longer than an X86; increase CPU power. 

B. 

File servers are taking a long time to back up, delaying the other clients. Back up Server DB2 first and then back up
Server DB1 and file servers. 

C. 

Server DB1 is taking a long time to back up, delaying the other clients. Back up Server DB2 first, Server DB1 next, and
then all file servers. 

D. 

Server DB2 is SPARC. Increase the amount of RAM to hold more hash cache. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An EMC customer is planning to implement Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) on an ESX server. What is the correct
configuration parameters recommended for AVE performance? 

A. Thin provisioning, lazy zeroing, and RAID 5 deployment for AVE 
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B. Thin provisioning, eager zeroing, and RAID 1 deployment for AVE 

C. Thick provisioning, eager zeroing, and RAID 1 deployment for AVE 

D. Thick provisioning, eager zeroing, and RAID 5 deployment for AVE 

Correct Answer: C 
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